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Chapter 1 Historical Overview of Climate Change Science

Figure 1.2. The complexity of climate models has increased over the last few decades. The additional physics incorporated in the models are shown pictorially by the 
different features of the modelled world. 
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Chapter 1 Historical Overview of Climate Change Science

as shown in Figure 1.4. The models used to evaluate future 

climate changes have therefore evolved over time. Most of the 

pioneering work on CO2-induced climate change was based on 

atmospheric general circulation models coupled to simple ‘slab’ 

ocean models (i.e., models omitting ocean dynamics), from the 

early work of Manabe and Wetherald (1975) to the review of 

Schlesinger and Mitchell (1987). At the same time the physical 

content of the models has become more comprehensive (see 

in Section 1.5.2 the example of clouds). Similarly, most of the 

results presented in the FAR were from atmospheric models, 

rather than from models of the coupled climate system, and were 

used to analyse changes in the equilibrium climate resulting 

from a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration. Current 

climate projections can investigate time-dependent scenarios of 

climate evolution and can make use of much more complex 

coupled ocean-atmosphere models, sometimes even including 

interactive chemical or biochemical components.

A parallel evolution toward increased complexity and 

resolution has occurred in the domain of numerical weather 

prediction, and has resulted in a large and verifiable improvement 

in operational weather forecast quality. This example alone 

shows that present models are more realistic than were those of 

a decade ago. There is also, however, a continuing awareness 

that models do not provide a perfect simulation of reality, 

because resolving all important spatial or time scales remains 

far beyond current capabilities, and also because the behaviour 

of such a complex nonlinear system may in general be chaotic.

It has been known since the work of Lorenz (1963) that even 

simple models may display intricate behaviour because of their 

nonlinearities. The inherent nonlinear behaviour of the climate 

system appears in climate simulations at all time scales (Ghil, 

1989). In fact, the study of nonlinear dynamical systems has 

become important for a wide range of scientific disciplines, and 

the corresponding mathematical developments are essential to 

interdisciplinary studies. Simple models of ocean-atmosphere 

interactions, climate-biosphere interactions or climate-economy 

interactions may exhibit a similar behaviour, characterised by 

partial unpredictability, bifurcations and transition to chaos.

In addition, many of the key processes that control climate 

sensitivity or abrupt climate changes (e.g., clouds, vegetation, 

oceanic convection) depend on very small spatial scales. They 

cannot be represented in full detail in the context of global 

models, and scientific understanding of them is still notably 

incomplete. Consequently, there is a continuing need to assist 

in the use and interpretation of complex models through models 

that are either conceptually simpler, or limited to a number of 

processes or to a specific region, therefore enabling a deeper 

understanding of the processes at work or a more relevant 

comparison with observations. With the development of 

computer capacities, simpler models have not disappeared; on 

the contrary, a stronger emphasis has been given to the concept 

of a ‘hierarchy of models’ as the only way to provide a linkage 

between theoretical understanding and the complexity of 

realistic models (Held, 2005).

The list of these ‘simpler’ models is very long. Simplicity 

may lie in the reduced number of equations (e.g., a single 

Figure 1.4. Geographic resolution characteristic of the generations of climate 
models used in the IPCC Assessment Reports: FAR (IPCC, 1990), SAR (IPCC, 1996), 
TAR (IPCC, 2001a), and AR4 (2007). The figures above show how successive genera-
tions of these global models increasingly resolved northern Europe. These illustra-
tions are representative of the most detailed horizontal resolution used for short-term 
climate simulations. The century-long simulations cited in IPCC Assessment Reports 
after the FAR were typically run with the previous generation’s resolution. Vertical 
resolution in both atmosphere and ocean models is not shown, but it has increased 
comparably with the horizontal resolution, beginning typically with a single-layer slab 
ocean and ten atmospheric layers in the FAR and progressing to about thirty levels in 
both atmosphere and ocean. 
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It has become common to compare and contrast the output of 

multiple global climate models (GCMs), such as in the Climate 

Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5). However, 

intercomparisons of the software architecture of GCMs are 

almost nonexistent.  In this qualitative study of seven GCMs 

from Canada, the United States and Europe, we attempted to 

fill this gap in research. By examining the model source code, 

reading documentation, and interviewing developers, we 

created diagrams of software structure and compared metrics 

such as encapsulation, coupler design, and complexity.

Generated using David A. Wheeler’s 

“SLOCCount”.

Since the climate system is highly interconnected, a CBSE 

approach requires code to tie the components together - 

interpolating fluxes between grids and controlling 

interactions between components.  These tasks are 

performed by the coupler. While all GCMs contain some form 

of coupler, the extent to which it is used varies widely:

· CESM: Every interaction is managed by the coupler.

· IPSL: Only the atmosphere and the ocean are 

connected to the coupler. The land component is directly 

called by the atmosphere.

· HadGEM3: all components are connected to the 

coupler, but ocean-ice fluxes are passed directly, since 

NEMO and CICE have similar grids.

 A CBSE approach has even affected coupling. OASIS, a 

coupler used by many models (including COSMOS, HadGEM3, 

and IPSL) is built to handle any number and any type of 

components, as well as the flux fields within.

Introduction

Component-Based Software 

Engineering

A global climate model is really a collection of models 

(components), each representing a major realm of the climate 

system, such as the atmosphere or the land surface. They are 

highly encapsulated, for stand-alone use as well as a mix-and-

match approach that facilitates code sharing between 

institutions. 

This strategy, known as component-based software 

engineering (CBSE), pools resources to create high-quality 

components that are used by many GCMs. For example,

· UVic uses a modified version of GFDL’s ocean model, 

MOM.

· HadGEM3 and CESM both use CICE, a sea ice model 

developed a third institution (Los Alamos).

Contrary to CBSE goals, there is no universal interface for 

climate models, so components need to be modified when 

they are passed between institutions. Furthermore, the right 

to edit the master copy of a component’s source code is 

generally restricted to the development team at the hosting 

institution. As a result, many different branches of the 

software develop.

A drawback to CBSE is the fact that, in the real world, 

components of the climate system are not encapsulated. For 

example, how does one represent the relationship between 

sea ice and the ocean? Many different strategies exist:

· CESM: sea ice and ocean are completely separate 

components.

· IPSL: sea ice is a sub-component of the ocean.

· GFDL: sea ice is an interface to the ocean. All fluxes to 

and from the ocean must pass through the sea ice region, 

even if no ice is actually present.

Complexity and Focus

A simple line count of GCM source code serves as a 

reasonable proxy for relative complexity. A model that 

represents many processes will generally have a larger code 

base than one that represents only a few. Between models, 

complexity varies widely.  Within models, the bulk of a GCM’s 

complexity is often concentrated in a single component, due 

to the origin of the model and the institution’s goals:

· HadGEM3: atmosphere-centric. It grew out of the 

atmospheric model MetUM, which is also used for 

weather forecasting, requiring high atmospheric 

complexity.

· UVic: ocean-centric. It began as a branch of MOM, and 

kept the combination of a complex ocean and a simple 

atmosphere due to its speed and suitability to very long 

simulations.

· CESM: atmosphere-centric, but land is catching up, 

having even surpassed the ocean. It is embracing the 

“Earth System Model” frontier of terrestrial complexity, 

particularly feedbacks in the carbon cycle.

Conclusions

While every GCM we studied shares a common basic design, a 

wide range of structural diversity exists in areas such as 

coupler structure, relative complexity between components, 

and levels of component encapsulation. This diversity can 

complicate model development, particularly when 

components are passed between institutions. However, the 

range of design choices is arguably beneficial for model 

output, as it inadvertently produces the software engineering 

equivalent of perturbed physics (although not in a systematic 

manner).

Additionally, architectural differences may provide new 

insights into variability and spread between model results. By 

examining software variations, as well as scientific variations, 

we can better understand discrepancies in GCM output.

The Coupling Process
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İklimin karmaşıklığı?
/

iklim modellerinin karmaşıklığı?



karmaşıklığın ölçütü?

•karmaşıklık /	öngörülebilirlik
•öngörülebilirlik:
• Liapunov üssü [exponent]

•karmaşıklık:
•Kolmogorov	karmaşıklığı



bir örnek:	Mihailovic et	al.,	2014	

The )(NCk is a parameter to represent the information quantity contained in a time series,  and 
it is to be a 0 for a periodic or regular time series and to be a 1 for a random time series, if N is 
large enough. For a non-linear time series, )(NCk is to be between 0 and 1. 

In order to calculate complexities of model time series we have used (i) air 
temperature and (ii) precipitation time series which are outputs from climate simulations for 
Belgrade and Novi Sad in Serbia [56, 57]. The Belgrade data set, for the period 2071-2100, 
was derived from: (a) the SINTEX-G which is a coupled atmosphere-ocean general 
circulation model [58] and (b) Eta-POM regional model [56].The Novi Sad data set, for the 
period 2020-2050, was derived from: (a) the ECHAM5 which is the 5th generation of the 
ECHAM general circulation model [59] and (b) RegCM regional model [60]. 
 We have calculated the Kolmogorov complexity for each time series obtained when 
each sample, in the original time series, is used as a threshold ( N =10800 for Belgrade and 
N =11323 for Novi Sad). The results are depicted in Figure 6. We also have calculated 
Kolmogorov complexity (KL) and its maximal value (KLM) of time series from Figure 6. 
Results of those calculations are given in Table 1. 
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Figure 6. Kolmogorov complexity for the (a) precipitation and (b) air temperature time series for Belgrade and 
 (c) precipitation and (d) temperature for Novi Sad, in Serbia, obtained from climate simulations using 
 different models. On x  axis are depicted the values of the time series normalized as 
  ( ) / ( )i i min max minx X - X X - X= , where { }iX is the time series of the precipitation or air temperature and 

 { }=max iX max X  and { }=min iX min X . 

 



veri yönetimi…



veri yönetimi:	sorunlar ve çözümler

• gözlemsel veri:
• büyük hacim
• her	zaman,	her	yerde veriye ulaşma(ma)!

• ✔aylık ortalama atmosfer verileri
• su verisi:	çok zor

• toprak,	bitki örtüsü,	v.s.:	standardizasyon sorunları



21.	Yüzyıl:
açık/özgür veri!



FREEDOM TO DATA!



veri yönetimi:	sorunlar ve çözümler

• model	çıktıları:
• büyük hacim
• herşeyi saklamak teknolojik olarak mümkün değil!
• metaveri yönetimi

• ‘kendini tanımlayan’	veri formatları
• netCDF

• veri,	modelleme sürecinin bilgisini de	[provenance]	içermeli
• modelleme zinciri,	yani ’iş akışı’	belgelenmeli ve model	çıktılarıyla birlikte
‘dolaşmalı’
• her	analiz aşaması/aracı çıktıya ‘imzasını’	atmalı

• dağıtım:	bilgisayar ağları hala bir kısıt
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I’m attending a workshop this week in which some of the initial results from the Fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) will be presented. CMIP5
will form a key part of the next IPCC assessment report – it’s a coordinated set of experiments on the global climate models built by labs around the world. The
experiments include hindcasts to compare model skill on pre-industrial and 20th Century climate, projections into the future for 100 and 300 years, shorter term
decadal projections, paleoclimate studies, plus lots of other experiments that probe specific processes in the models. (For more explanation, see the post I wrote on
the design of the experiments for CMIP5 back in September).

I’ve been looking at some of the data for the past CMIP exercises. CMIP1 originally consisted of one experiment – a control run with fixed forcings. The idea was
to compare how each of the models simulates a stable climate. CMIP2 included two experiments, a control run like CMIP1, and a climate change scenario in
which CO2 levels were increased by 1% per year. CMIP3 then built on these projects with a much broader set of experiments, and formed a key input to the IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report.

There was no CMIP4, as the numbers were resynchronised to match the IPCC report numbers (also there was a thing called the Coupled Carbon Cycle Climate
Model Intercomparison Project, which was nicknamed C4MIP, so it’s probably just as well!), so CMIP5 will feed into the fifth assessment report.

So here’s what I have found so far on the vital statistics of each project. Feel free to correct my numbers and help me to fill in the gaps!

CMIP 
(1996 onwards)

CMIP2 
(1997 onwards)

CMIP3 
(2005-2006)

CMIP5 
(2010-2011)

Number of Experiments 1 2 12 110

Centres Participating 16 18 15 24

# of Distinct Models 19 24 21 45

# of Runs (Models X Expts) 19 48 211 841

Total Dataset Size 1 Gigabyte 500 Gigabyte 36 TeraByte 3.3 PetaByte

Total Downloads from archive ?? ?? 1.2 PetaByte

Number of Papers Published 47 595

Users ?? ?? 6700

[Update:] I’ve added a row for number of runs, i.e. the sum of the number of experiments run on each model (in CMIP3 and CMIP5, centres were able to pick a
subset of the experiments to run, so you can’t just multiply models and experiments to get the number of runs). Also, I ought to calculate the total number of
simulated years that represents (If a centre did all the CMIP5 experiments, I figure it would result in at least 12,000 simulated years).

Oh, one more datapoint from this week. We came up with an estimate that by 2020, each individual experiment will generate an Exabyte of data. I’ll explain how
we got this number once we’ve given the calculations a bit more of a thorough checking over.
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